CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

   Based on the analysis of the utterances in Ellen DeGeneres show the previous chapter, it can be concluded that:

1. There were six types of speech function: directive function, expressive function, referential function, poetic function, metalinguistic function and phatic function, which are using by the host in Ellen DeGeneres show in three episodes which was topic presented about NBC’s curry uses Ellen DeGeneres interview to push gay marriage.

2. The speech function which was dominantly in Ellen DeGeneres show was referential function (97 utterances, 78.84%) because the host gave some additional information or less information than was required. In asking the question given by the host, it made some factors such as the host uses hyperbole words, say the utterances which have lack evidences, make unrelated respond with the topic and say an obscurity expression.

3. The reason that referential function which dominantly was to make clearly information to be understood with clarifies and presents the strongest information in the talk show. Host was the talkative because she gave more additional information to respond to the speaker’s question. Host wanted to create good image in public speaking with
talk too much and say the good words and make it to get sympathy from audiences so that talk show become interested and get the attention from viewers.

B. Suggestion

Having seen the result of the study, suggestions were staged as follows.

1. For those who want to take the sociolinguistic study as the tool of their research, especially on speech function. They must understand and learn more about this study. They will make the research to be more interesting.

2. The readers especially the student of English Department can choose the speech function as the object of research, because many interesting aspects can be analyzed especially in television program.